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Operating Instructions

Air-cooled & Frost-free Household Refrigerator 

■Please carefully read the operation instructions before powering on, and keep them safe.

■Product specifications subject to change without notice.
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Children should be supervised to ensure they do not play with the appliance.
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                      Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage
compartments of the appliance, unless they are of the type
recommended by the manufacturer.

If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the
manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified persons in
order to avoid a hazard.
WARNING!:Do not locate multiple portable socket-outlet or portable
power supplies at the rear of the appliance.
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The product specification is subject to change without notice
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Handling and placement

The refrigerator shall be 
placed in an environment 
which is dry, has good 
ventilation, far from direct 
sunshine and heat source. 

 The refrigerator shall be 
placed on the flat and firm 
surface. If the ground is not 
flat, adjust the adjusting leg 
to keep it level. 

Never place the refrigerator 

into a too cold environment 

that may get frozen.

>30cm

>10cm >10cm
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Preparations prior to use
1.Remove all packing materials such as adhesive tape, plastic bags, etc., especially the foam
base.

2.Use a warm wet cloth to clean both interior and exterior of the refrigerator, (neutral detergent

can be added to warm water).

3. After leveling and cleaning the refrigerator, keep it upright for about 2 hours before plugging in

the power for the first time.Let the refrigerator run for 2 to 3 hours before storing foods.

1. Remove fixing tape 2. Connect to power 3.Leave the
refrigerator on for
2-3 hours before
storing foodWipe with 

a warm and 
wet cloth Do not frequently 

open the doors 
to maximise efficiency.

The plastic deodorant  smell will disappear  
automatically after a short time.

TRF-491W 706686
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L2
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L3
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Operation keys

Operation and diagram of the electronic 
control board

The above is the computer control board for the product

P491TMS   

High

Medium1/Medium2

Low

FreezerFridge
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Operation keys
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Operation keys
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                          To remove, gently squeeze from both sides at the same 

time and make sure the clips are dislodged, and then slowly lift out. 

shelf



 

 

 

 
 

Troubleshooting 

Before service is requested, please go through the below troubleshooting items:

Refrigerator does not work,The refrigeration effect is poor

1. Check the power is connected and switch is turned on. 2. Check whether the refrigerator is 
exposed to direct sunlight or whether there is heat source nearby. 3. make sure the minimum 
recommended space is around the fridge and wall.

Foods in refrigerator are frozen

1. Check whether the setting temperature is too low, you may need to increase. 2. Check 
whether foods with too much water are too close to the rear wall and move if required.

There are abnormal sounds in the refrigerator

1. Check whether the bottom of refrigerator is stable, re-level if required. 2. Check whether 
the refrigerator is too close to the wall and move if necessary. 3. Check whether the 
refrigerator touches other objects and remove any obsticles.

There is an abnormal odor in the refrigerator

1. Check whether the foods are sealed for storage. 2. Check whether the refrigerator is clean, 
and clean as described in this manual 3. Make sure food has not been stored for too long, and 
discard if required.
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Non-failures

Phenomenon:The two sides of the refrigerator, and space between the fridge and freezer 
are warm

Cause:Refrigerator pipes (condenser, anti-fog pipes) are on two sides and front part of 
refrigerator for heat dissipation and to prevent condensation, it is normal for these spaces to get 
warm

Phenomenon:The door is too tight and not easy to open

Cause:Reopening of the door immediately after closing it is hard because hot air enters the 
refrigerator and contracts to produce a pressure difference. It will be easy to open the door after a 
short while. 

Phenomenon:There is water ripple noise in refrigerator

Cause:When starting or stopping the compressor, the refrigerant will make such a 
sound;and;Water produced after defrosting will also make such sound. 
Phenomenon:There is “Click” sound or tick sound in refrigerator

Cause:Shrinkage and swelling of the case will make such sound;When the case is cold or the 
door is opened, this sound will occur;

Phenomenon:There is hum sound in refrigerator

Cause:Running of compressor will make such a sound (if the refrigerator is not leveled, this sound 
will be louder)

Phenomenon:There is condensation or frosting on the freezer door surface or food 
surfaces

Cause:Temperature or humidity around the refrigerator is high;The door is opened for too 
long ;The food+

Phenomenon:There is condensation on the light covers

Cause:Light will produce heat after being lit, if the door is opened for a long time. So there is 
temperature difference, and thus the light cover will have condensation. 

Phenomenon:There is condensation and water mist on the refrigerator body

Cause:Humidity around refrigerator is high, and the moisture in the air will gather on the cabinet 
to form condensation.
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Technical prameter

Technical parameter

Model

Climate type

Electric shock resistance

Power type

Rated current

Power consumption 

Lamp power

Weight

Refrigerant and charge amount

Noise Volume

T

I

319L

90L

220-240V〜/50Hz

Total Storage Volume 420L

Storage Volume of two stars Freezer 11L

Dimension

Storage Volume of  Freezer

Storage Volume of  Fridge

4W

66kg

0.85A

332

R600a,53g

42dB(A)

706*686*1720mm

P491TMS
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TCL Electronics Australia Pty Ltd. 
ABN 83 111 032 896  

Telephone: 1300 738 149 
 sales.au@tcl.com

www.tcl.com/au 
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